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About This Content

A costume for Claire Redfield based off the attire of the character Elza Walker; the main protagonist of Resident Evil 2 during
initial development.

*This can be accessed from the "Costume" menu.
*Please note this is the same content included in the Extra DLC Pack.
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Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8.1, 10 (64-BIT Required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460 or AMD FX™-6300 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 or AMD Radeon™ R7 260x with 2GB Video RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 26 GB available space

Additional Notes: This game is expected to run at 1080p/30 FPS. If you have don't have enough graphics memory to run the
game at your selected texture quality, you must go to Options > Graphics and lower the texture quality or shadow quality, or
decrease the resolution. An internet connection is required for product activation. (Network connectivity uses Steam®
developed by Valve® Corporation.)
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resident evil 2 - claire costume elza walker

Fıstık gibi oyunu güncellemelerle mahvettiler!. It's a little, addicting game.
The matches are fun and the bots are quite good. The physics feel real enough even if the ball is to sensitiv sometimes, but the
thrill in close matches is awesome. At the moment there are three game modes, Normal Match, TT League and Arcade.

The setting is funny and expedient/ sufficient.
Can't wait for a potential multiplayer.

. My son suckered me into buying this. I Sent him home to bed early and played 2.6 hours on my first try. If you liked trains as a
child and loved the idea of having a very large track layout in a room, then this is for you.

At first, the control scheme is a pain, the tutorial needs real help, and I didn't look for a tutorial either or notes on how to use
this simluator.

As far as it goes, the trigger is important on the controls:
Holding Trigger grabs objects and if you grabbed a table and while the control illuminates red, hit the trackpad once to unlock
and move then press tracks again while holding trigger and table to snap tables in place and on the floor. (its a pain at first but
feels very natural after getting the controller scheme figured out.)

Holding Trigger to an object and while gripping the controller at the same time deletes objects including table (it turns red and
brightens to max and deletes).

Holding trigger forms finger to press buttons on virtual controls and virtual drawer.

gripp one controller in air to move height or direction by moving your arm.
grip 2 controllers at the same time and swing your arms around side to side to rotate room.

lots of wierd combination but once you figure out what these do during gameplay, you then realise it is one overlooked piece of
simulation that needs your attention. After figuring out controller scheme, it feels very natural.

Another trick. Holding a piece of pavement and over a table with trigger hold, while holding trigger, I hit the track pad and
sprinkle the pavement on the table like parmesan cheese on spaghetti. So cool.

Right now, I'm trying to figure out how to divert my son's attention so I can add more hours into this simulator. I ended up really
liking it.. This is the great recording software for game recording.. Pretty good, reminds me of dynasty warrior in VR.. Part
room escape, part short story, inspired by terrifyingly true events. Short playtime, but highly polished. I am excited to see what
comes from these devs next!. 99 cents. My god what have I gotten myself into?. Auto placed structures and 1 soldier unit leaves
this title lacking quite a lot. let us atleast place our farms and this could be a fun little game.
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lets start ith gravel i dont want to write a ♥♥♥♥ing essay about pro and cons:

this game bring back the day of how an arcade should be.

IT DOES NOT HAVE TAP THE BRAKE GETS YOU INTO DRIFT MODE

its a very good game from a sucha a small company worth the money. Off Road race in the savana mud tracks.
About to win when I hit a rhino.
Rhino comes charging at me. Car is broken. Lose the race.
10/10 Would hit a rhino again.. A really fun and enjoyable game for all the family. Kids and grownups love it.. Here is my
30Second Game Review on Dark echo: https://youtu.be/PjP5htKzZ10

This game is like being Daredevil in a psychological thriller. Sound is your only friend. Every noise you make bounces off the
wall, making you “see” a minimalistic impression of your surroundings. The effects - mesmerizing.

But you are not alone. You have to escape unknown creatures through mazes and puzzles. And when you make a noise, they
notice you as well. So find a safe path, unlock doors and escape death.

Play it with headphones on and all alone in the dark and every step will be filled with tension.

Made of 80 levels with a cool horror atmosphere and a lot of originality.

Seven claps out of ten.. This review was written in English and Russian in purpose to save your money and time.

They claim Sc\u00e9al is an adventure game but it\u2019s rather a visual novel which looks like a movable book with pop-up
pictures.

Story
In Steam Joint Custody, the only game\u2019s developer, concisely describes Sc\u00e9al as being \u00absteeped in supernatural
Irish folklore\u00bb.
Sc\u00e9al means \u201cStory\u201d in Irish language ( Gaelige or Gaelic) so Joint Custody tells you a story about a
girl\u2019s spirit who seeks to find her memories with the help of the raven named Branna.
The game puts you in the shoes \u2014 or rather the soul \u2014 of a little girl who has no memories of her previous life.
It\u2019s a simple but interesting story but it\u2019s so short that you can complete it less than two hours.

The Irish folklore is represented in the game through some forms of the girl ghost (angel, banshee) and a mythical raven named
Branna.

Br\u00e2n the Blessed (Gaelic: Bendigeidfran or Br\u00e2n Fendigaidd, literally "Blessed Crow") is a giant and king of Britain in
Celtic mythology. He appears in several of the Welsh Triads, but his most significant role is in the Second Branch of the Mabinogi
(Branwen ferch Ll\u0177r). The name "Br\u00e2n" in Gaelic is usually translated as crow or raven.

Gameplay
In Sc\u00e9al, there\u2019s simple and symbolic mechanic: wherever a heart goes, the soul must follow. This becomes your
method of movement in the game. Players pull an ethereal green heart around the map, and the floating soul chases it to the
destination.
You make the girl\u2019s spirit float around a small island consists of two villages and paint some objects (buildings, stones, trees).
As you can see the game is focused on its story rather than gameplay. This would be completely fine if the story really pulled you in
but it doesn't manage to do this.

Graphics
I liked the graphics of this game. Designed to resemble a storybook, Sc\u00e9al\u2019s pages are filled with pretty watercolor
artwork. Upon opening the town map, ink spreads outward to complete the entire picture

Sound\/Music
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The soundtrack of this game is what shines here because it tells the story more through its music. I enjoyed the Irish folk music here
as it was high quality and definitely fit the game's tone.
There\u2019s an outstanding soundtrack featuring Irish folk singers such as Aislinn Duffy and Florence Glen. If you have an
interest in Irish folk music (like me), you\u2019ll like the Sc\u00e9al\u2019s soundtrack for sure.

Conclusion
I ought to say Sc\u00e9al is more of a narrative than a game and besides very short one. I do not recommend Sc\u00e9al to
anyone except those who are keen of Irish folk music.
________________________________________________________________________________

Sc\u00e9al \u0445\u043e\u0447\u0435\u0442 \u0431\u044b\u0442\u044c
\u043f\u0440\u0438\u043a\u043b\u044e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u0447\u0435\u0441\u043a\u043e\u0439
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u043e\u0439, \u043d\u043e \u044d\u0442\u043e \u0441\u043a\u043e\u0440\u0435\u0435
\u0432\u0438\u0437\u0443\u0430\u043b\u044c\u043d\u044b\u0439 \u0440\u043e\u043c\u0430\u043d,
\u043a\u043e\u0442\u043e\u0440\u044b\u0439 \u0432\u044b\u0433\u043b\u044f\u0434\u0438\u0442
\u043a\u0430\u043a \u043a\u043d\u0438\u0433\u0430 \u0441
\u043f\u043e\u0434\u0432\u0438\u0436\u043d\u044b\u043c\u0438 \u0447\u0430\u0441\u0442\u044f\u043c\u0438 -
\u0432\u0441\u043f\u043b\u044b\u0432\u0430\u044e\u0449\u0438\u043c\u0438
\u0438\u043b\u043b\u044e\u0441\u0442\u0440\u0430\u0446\u0438\u044f\u043c\u0438.

\u0418\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0440\u0438\u044f
\u0412 \u0421\u0442\u0438\u043c\u0435 \u0414\u0436\u043e\u0439\u043d\u0442
\u041a\u0430\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0434\u0438, \u044f\u0432\u043b\u044f\u044e\u0449\u0438\u0439\u0441\u044f
\u0435\u0434\u0438\u043d\u0441\u0442\u0432\u0435\u043d\u043d\u044b\u043c
\u0440\u0430\u0437\u0440\u0430\u0431\u043e\u0442\u0447\u0438\u043a\u043e\u043c \u0438\u0433\u0440\u044b,
\u043a\u0440\u0430\u0442\u043a\u043e \u043e\u043f\u0438\u0441\u044b\u0432\u0430\u0435\u0442 Sc\u00e9al
\u043a\u0430\u043a \u00ab\u043f\u043e\u0433\u0440\u0443\u0436\u0435\u043d\u0438\u0435 \u0432 \u0441\u043
2\u0435\u0440\u0445\u044a\u0435\u0441\u0442\u0435\u0441\u0442\u0432\u0435\u043d\u043d\u044b\u0439
\u0438\u0440\u043b\u0430\u043d\u0434\u0441\u043a\u0438\u0439
\u0444\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043a\u043b\u043e\u0440\u00bb.
Sc\u00e9al \u043e\u0437\u043d\u0430\u0447\u0430\u0435\u0442
\u00ab\u0418\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0440\u0438\u044f\u00bb \u043d\u0430
\u0438\u0440\u043b\u0430\u043d\u0434\u0441\u043a\u043e\u043c
(\u0433\u044d\u043b\u044c\u0441\u043a\u043e\u043c) \u044f\u0437\u044b\u043a\u0435, \u0442\u0430\u043a
\u0447\u0442\u043e \u0414\u0436\u043e\u0439\u043d\u0442 \u041a\u0430\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0434\u0438
\u0440\u0430\u0441\u0441\u043a\u0430\u0437\u044b\u0432\u0430\u0435\u0442
\u0438\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0440\u0438\u044e \u043e \u0434\u0443\u0445\u0435
\u0434\u0435\u0432\u0443\u0448\u043a\u0438, \u043a\u043e\u0442\u043e\u0440\u0430\u044f
\u0441\u0442\u0440\u0435\u043c\u0438\u0442\u0441\u044f \u043d\u0430\u0439\u0442\u0438
\u0441\u043e\u0431\u0441\u0442\u0432\u0435\u043d\u043d\u044b\u0435
\u0432\u043e\u0441\u043f\u043e\u043c\u0438\u043d\u0430\u043d\u0438\u044f \u043f\u0440\u0438
\u043f\u043e\u043c\u043e\u0449\u0438 \u0432\u043e\u0440\u043e\u043d\u0430
\u0411\u0440\u0430\u043d\u043d\u0430.
\u0412 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0435 \u0432\u044b
\u043e\u043a\u0430\u0437\u044b\u0432\u0430\u0435\u0442\u0435\u0441\u044c \u0432
\u0448\u043a\u0443\u0440\u0435 - \u0438\u043b\u0438, \u0441\u043a\u043e\u0440\u0435\u0435, \u0432
\u0434\u0443\u0448\u0435 - \u043c\u0430\u043b\u0435\u043d\u044c\u043a\u043e\u0439
\u0434\u0435\u0432\u043e\u0447\u043a\u0438, \u0443 \u043a\u043e\u0442\u043e\u0440\u043e\u0439
\u043d\u0435\u0442 \u0432\u043e\u0441\u043f\u043e\u043c\u0438\u043d\u0430\u043d\u0438\u0439 \u043e
\u0435\u0435 \u043f\u0440\u0435\u0434\u044b\u0434\u0443\u0449\u0435\u0439
\u0436\u0438\u0437\u043d\u0438.
\u042d\u0442\u043e \u043f\u0440\u043e\u0441\u0442\u0430\u044f, \u043d\u043e
\u0438\u043d\u0442\u0435\u0440\u0435\u0441\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0438\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0440\u0438\u044f,
\u043f\u0440\u0430\u0432\u0434\u0430 \u043d\u0430\u0441\u0442\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043a\u043e
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\u043a\u043e\u0440\u043e\u0442\u043a\u0430\u044f, \u0447\u0442\u043e \u0432\u044b
\u043c\u043e\u0436\u0435\u0442\u0435 \u0437\u0430\u0432\u0435\u0440\u0448\u0438\u0442\u044c \u0435\u0435
\u043c\u0435\u043d\u0435\u0435 \u0447\u0435\u043c \u0437\u0430 \u0434\u0432\u0430
\u0447\u0430\u0441\u0430.

\u0418\u0440\u043b\u0430\u043d\u0434\u0441\u043a\u0438\u0439
\u0444\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043a\u043b\u043e\u0440
\u043f\u0440\u0435\u0434\u0441\u0442\u0430\u0432\u043b\u0435\u043d \u0432 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0435
\u043f\u043e\u0441\u0440\u0435\u0434\u0441\u0442\u0432\u043e\u043c
\u0440\u0430\u0437\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u044b\u0445 \u0444\u043e\u0440\u043c
\u0434\u0435\u0432\u0443\u0448\u043a\u0438-\u043f\u0440\u0438\u0437\u0440\u0430\u043a\u0430
(\u0430\u043d\u0433\u0435\u043b, \u0431\u0430\u043d\u0448\u0438) \u0438
\u043c\u0438\u0444\u0438\u0447\u0435\u0441\u043a\u043e\u0433\u043e \u0432\u043e\u0440\u043e\u043d\u0430
\u043f\u043e \u0438\u043c\u0435\u043d\u0438 \u0411\u0440\u0430\u043d\u043d\u0430.

\u0411\u0440\u0430\u043d
\u0411\u043b\u0430\u0433\u043e\u0441\u043b\u043e\u0432\u0435\u043d\u043d\u044b\u0439 (\u043f\u043e
\u0433\u044d\u043b\u044c\u0441\u043a\u0438. Br\u00e2n Fendigaidd,
\u0431\u0443\u043a\u0432\u0430\u043b\u044c\u043d\u043e
\u00ab\u0411\u043b\u0430\u0433\u043e\u0441\u043b\u043e\u0432\u0435\u043d\u043d\u044b\u0439
\u0412\u043e\u0440\u043e\u043d\u00bb) \u2014
\u043a\u043e\u0440\u043e\u043b\u044c-\u0433\u0438\u0433\u0430\u043d\u0442
\u0411\u0440\u0438\u0442\u0430\u043d\u0438\u0438 \u0432
\u043a\u0435\u043b\u044c\u0442\u0441\u043a\u043e\u0439
\u043c\u0438\u0444\u043e\u043b\u043e\u0433\u0438\u0438. \u041e\u043d
\u043f\u043e\u044f\u0432\u043b\u044f\u0435\u0442\u0441\u044f \u0432
\u043d\u0435\u0441\u043a\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043a\u0438\u0445
\u0412\u0430\u043b\u0438\u0439\u0441\u043a\u0438\u0445\u0422\u0440\u0438\u0430\u0434\u0430\u0445,
\u043d\u043e \u0441\u0430\u043c\u0430\u044f
\u0441\u0443\u0449\u0435\u0441\u0442\u0432\u0435\u043d\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0435\u0433\u043e
\u0440\u043e\u043b\u044c \u043e\u0442\u043d\u043e\u0441\u0438\u0442\u0441\u044f \u043a
\u0412\u0442\u043e\u0440\u043e\u0439 \u0412\u0435\u0442\u0432\u0438
\u041c\u0430\u0431\u0438\u043d\u043e\u0433\u0438\u043e\u043d\u0430,
\u00ab\u0411\u0440\u0430\u043d\u0432\u0435\u043d, \u0434\u043e\u0447\u044c
\u041b\u043b\u0438\u0440\u0430\u00bb (Branwen ferch Llyr). \u0418\u043c\u044f \u0411\u0440\u0430\u043d
\u0432 \u043f\u0435\u0440\u0435\u0432\u043e\u0434\u0435 \u0441
\u0433\u044d\u043b\u044c\u0441\u043a\u043e\u0433\u043e \u043e\u0437\u043d\u0430\u0447\u0430\u0435\u0442
\u00ab\u0432\u043e\u0440\u043e\u043d\u0430\u00bb \u0438\u043b\u0438
\u00ab\u0432\u043e\u0440\u043e\u043d\u00bb.

\u0418\u0433\u0440\u043e\u0432\u043e\u0439 \u043f\u0440\u043e\u0446\u0435\u0441\u0441
\u0412 Sc\u00e9al \u043f\u0440\u043e\u0441\u0442\u0430\u044f \u0438
\u0441\u0438\u043c\u0432\u043e\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u043c\u0435\u0445\u0430\u043d\u0438\u043a\u0430: \u0442\u0443\u0434\u0430, \u043a\u0443\u0434\u0430
\u0434\u0432\u0438\u0436\u0435\u0442\u0441\u044f \u0441\u0435\u0440\u0434\u0446\u0435,
\u0434\u043e\u043b\u0436\u043d\u0430 \u0441\u043b\u0435\u0434\u043e\u0432\u0430\u0442\u044c \u0438
\u0434\u0443\u0448\u0430.
\u042d\u0442\u043e \u0431\u0443\u0434\u0435\u0442 \u0432\u0430\u0448\u0438\u043c
\u043c\u0435\u0442\u043e\u0434\u043e\u043c
\u043f\u0435\u0440\u0435\u0434\u0432\u0438\u0436\u0435\u043d\u0438\u044f \u0432
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0435. \u0418\u0433\u0440\u043e\u043a\u0438 \u0434\u0432\u0438\u. Great deal! 7 Day's
premium, 1000 Credits, 3 Awesome rods, Hooks, Line and Bait, All for $7! How could you pass on this?. small arcade game,i can
agree that it might be too short
or that it isnt the best game out there but i totally disagree with
mostly negative reviews,it isnt that bad as community shows
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In fact i had one pleasant hour playing it ..

- dont know if i will open it again in future (in terms of replayability)
- xbox pad is supported
- around 5-6 levels in story mode and it has arena mode
- easy game to 100% (for achievements)

(got it from bundle,10-20 cents but again its retail price isnt expensive). Compaired To Unreal 1 Its Crap.

Story isnt really that good.

Characters are somewhat memorable

The Shooting SUCKS

The Weapons SUCK

Your as slow as windows vista

The Graphics are great

Game is really, really (REALLY) broing

It ends the same way as Unreal 1

I just cant recommend it to any one, i can only reccomend it to FPS nuts like me who have to play everything, or if your insanely
curious.
. A bullethell-esque game with ARPG-esque loot.

It's a bit short but it's a hell of a lot of fun. I buy a lot of cheapish games on steam and rarely sink more than an hour into any of
them... I played this one through to completion (only took me 5 hours, but they were a very fun 5 hours). I haven't tried survival
mode yet but if that's done right I'll definitely sink more into that.

From reading the negative review (someone thinking it's too hard\/unfair) it seems that it could take some significantly more than 5
hours to play, but to call any of it unfair is nonsense. I had a few points where I struggled to beat areas but that's because I'd try to
tackle the hardest available levels (relative to your current power) most of the time. And after all of that later in the game I figured
out a significantly better way to change up my ship that made me much more powerful. Half the game is how you outfit your ship
and that part is done well. The menu for it is a little clunky\/a bit of a learning curve to navigate through it fluidly but after the
slight learning curve it works great.

It's well worth the price. This is only the second game I've bothered to review on steam.

Oh.. and the negative review about controls not being customizable is bull. The customization is simply done part by part in the ship
editor (and not some sort of global menu). A global menu for controls would be too limiting.
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